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Introduction
The Victoria tubular bridge was constructed in 1854–60 across the St. Lawrence River at Montreal by the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada. On its completion, the Victoria Bridge was widely regarded among the professional engineering community, both in Canada and abroad, as a monumental engineering achievement—“the Eighth Wonder of the World”—for its unsurpassed magnitude and boldness of conception, and for the feat of its construction under extremely difficult conditions.

The mammoth bridge consisted of a wrought-iron tube superstructure, 6,592 feet long, resting on twenty-four stone masonry piers of an innovative design, and was by far the largest bridge construction project undertaken anywhere in the world to that date. Indeed, at the inception of the project, many engineers doubted whether a bridge of such a magnitude could be constructed in Canada given the short six-months’ working season, and the seemingly overwhelming demands of the St. Lawrence River bridge site.

This paper will assess the engineering achievement realized in the construction of the Victoria Bridge, the role played by Canadian contractors, and the impact of the bridge both on the City of Montreal and the country at large.

Background
The Victoria Bridge was constructed as an integral component of the Grand Trunk Railway (GTR), which was building its main line westward from the ocean port of Montreal through Toronto to Sarnia on the upper Great Lakes. In crossing the St. Lawrence River at Montreal, the bridge was intended to link the new GTR with the St. Lawrence and Atlantic Railway, and thereby provide Canada with uninterrupted rail access to an ice-free port, Portland, Maine, which was open year-round on the Atlantic sea lanes. As such, the construction of the Victoria Bridge marked the culmination of a national transportation strategy developed by the Montreal mercantile community to capture the trade of Canada West, and to compete with New York for a major share of the burgeoning trade of the American Midwest. Prior to the opening of the Erie Canal in 1825, Montreal had dominated the trade of the Great Lakes interior, but thereafter lost the American trade to the Erie Canal system focused on New York. The trade of the Canadian inte-
rior, however, continued to flow down the St. Lawrence River to Montreal owing to the system of colonial preferences for Canadian grain in the British market, and American tariffs on freight passing into or through the United States. Subsequently, the enlargement of the Lachine Canal (1842–1848) on Montreal Island, the construction of the St. Lawrence River ship canals system (1834–1848) and the enlargement of the Welland Canal (1842–1850), were undertaken as public works to reduce Canadian shipping costs, and to enable Montreal to compete once again with New York for the trade of the American Midwest.¹

While construction proceeded on the St. Lawrence River ship canals system, the Montreal mercantile community turned to address another critical concern. Montreal was excluded from the transatlantic trade for six months each winter during the freeze-up of the St. Lawrence River, whereas the port of New York was open year-round. Thus, when the Americans passed Drawback Acts (1845, 1846) enabling Canadian trade to pass through the United States in bond, exempt from American tariffs, Montreal interests undertook to construct a railway from Longueuil, on the south shore of the St. Lawrence River opposite Montreal, to an ice-free harbour at Portland, Maine.

The initial plan was to establish a ferry service across the river between Montreal harbour and Longueuil in summer, and an ice road across the river in winter, but John Young, the president of the newly chartered St. Lawrence and Atlantic Railway, soon realized that a bridge was essential. Only a bridge would provide the projected railway with an efficient and uninterrupted year-round access to the ice-free port. Hence several crossing sites were surveyed, and an American civil engineer, Edward F. Gay of Philadelphia, prepared a general plan for a combined road and rail bridge, over 11,000 feet long, consisting of 56 wood Burr-arch truss spans of 200-foot length, on masonry piers and abutments carried up 25 feet above the low water level, and
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resting on timber crib pier foundations below the low water level. The estimated cost of construction was $525,693. However, many engineers were openly sceptical as to whether it was feasible to construct a bridge across a two-mile-wide river, and whether such a low-level bridge, if once constructed, could withstand the ice shove each spring without being swept away. This was a critical question, but in the economic climate of Montreal in the late 1840s, another question predominated: how could sufficient capital be raised to construct such a stupendous structure?

During the 1840s Montreal had begun to industrialize as new industries were established to take advantage of hydraulic power sites furnished by the enlarged Lachine Canal, which bypassed the Lachine Rapids in the St. Lawrence River just upstream of Montreal. The waterpower sites attracted iron foundries making castings and forgings, boiler and steam engine works, as well as a machine-tools industry, nail and spike manufacturers, shoe and clothing factories, metal-working plants, and flour mills, which augmented a marine engineering and shipbuilding (steamboats) industry established somewhat earlier. The economy of Montreal, however, continued to be driven by its role as an entrepôt for Canada in the exporting of grain, flour, potash, and timber, the forwarding of domestic and imported manufactured goods inland to Canada West, and the provision of banking and commercial services. However, while industry prospered, by the late 1840s the Montreal mercantile community faced a disastrous economic situation.

With the ending of colonial preferences in the British market (1846–1849) and the concurrent passage of the American Drawback Acts, the farmers and merchants of Canada West no longer had any financial incentives to ship through the port of Montreal in preference to New York. Hence much of the trade of Canada West began to turn southward across the lakes into the American Erie Canal system to take advantage of lower ocean freight rates obtainable at New York. In 1848–49, with falling grain prices in Britain, grain exports through Montreal declined by 60%, giving rise to despair among the mercantile community and demands for annexation to the United States. Moreover, a new threat emerged to Montreal’s economy. American railroads building westward from New York and Boston were approaching Lake Ontario ports and the Niagara frontier. Fears arose that the rapidly growing trade of Canada West might become locked permanently into the New York commercial canal and railroad systems.

To meet the American railroad threat, the Montreal mercantile community turned to the idea of constructing a trunk railway along the north shore of the St. Lawrence River–lower Great Lakes basin to connect the major towns of Canada West to Montreal. The trunk railway, together with the St. Lawrence ship canals and the projected St. Lawrence River bridge connecting with a railway to the ice-free port at Portland, would enable Montreal to dominate the trade of Canada West, and hopefully enable the
city to once again compete successfully with New York for a major share of the American Midwest trade.

By the early 1850s, with grain prices rising in the British market and London money markets looking for investment opportunities elsewhere following the ending of the British railway-building boom, the prospect of building a Canadian trunk railway became a reality. Indeed, Canada was swept by a veritable railway-building mania as Canadians sought, through railway construction, to attain the economic prosperity that railway building had engendered in Britain and the United States during the previous decade.6

The Montreal promoters of the St. Lawrence and Atlantic Railway obtained a charter for the construction of a Montreal and Kingston Railway to connect Montreal with Kingston on Lake Ontario. Toronto interests chartered three railways which would interconnect: the Toronto and Kingston Railway; the Great Western Railway to run from Windsor, Niagara Falls, and Hamilton, to Toronto; and the Ontario, Simcoe and Lake Huron Railway to connect Toronto with Collingwood on Georgian Bay in the upper Great Lakes. Quebec interests chartered the Quebec and Richmond Railway, to connect Lévis on the south bank of the St. Lawrence River, opposite Quebec City, with Richmond on the St. Lawrence and Atlantic Railway. Once linked together the projected railways would provide Montreal with a railway system connecting the major towns of Canada West to Montreal, and the system would be open year round in having access to Portland at the terminus of the St. Lawrence and Atlantic Railway. The crucial link was the projected St. Lawrence River bridge at Montreal.7 However, a number of questions remained unanswered: was such a bridge practicable? could it be designed to withstand the ice shove each spring? and what was the potential cost of constructing a two-mile-long bridge structure?

Almost immediately the Montreal and Kingston Railway engaged a Canadian engineer, Thomas C. Keefer, to prepare a plan and estimate for the construction of a St. Lawrence River railway bridge. By the spring of 1852 Keefer recommended a crossing site, and produced a plan that introduced two new innovations into North American bridges: viz., long approach embankments, which were to be used to reduce the length of the bridge structure, and a novel wrought-iron tubular span of 400-foot length, which was to cross the deep centre section of the river and provide a wide channel for timber rafts and steamboats to pass.

The embankments were to extend into five-foot-deep water a distance of 1,350 and 1,710 feet from either river bank, and the superstructure was to consist of 23 timber Burr-arch truss spans, each of 250 feet in length, in addition to the 400-foot tubular centre span crossing a 360-foot deep-water section of the river. Trains were to pass through the wrought-iron tube, which was to rest on piers 100 feet above low water; whereas the timber truss spans, constructed as trussed wooden tubes, would be on 70-foot-high piers adjacent to the tubes with the trains passing on top. Cribwork
cofferdams were to be sunk in the river for the construction of the piers. Keefer estimated that his high-level railway bridge, with a single wrought-iron tubular span, would cost $1,600,000 and have a life span of 50 years. The piers and abutments were to be constructed of stone masonry, and Keefer suggested that eventually the timber spans might be replaced by wrought-iron tubes to form a permanent tubular bridge throughout.

The long embankments were intended to reduce the ice problem by maintaining much of the melting river ice in place out of the river current, but to protect the bridge further from ice action, Keefer proposed to retain in place the cribwork cofferdams. He planned to construct the cofferdams with a wedge-shaped upstream extension having a sloped solid face, which would deflect ice floes past the pier, and let the driven pack ice slide up the sloped face and ultimately fall back on itself. These so-called “shoes” or “Keefer shoes”, in surrounding each bridge pier and extending upstream, would deflect and dissipate the energy of the ice striking against them, and in being detached from the pier masonry would possess a degree of elasticity to absorb the impact, pressure, and grinding of the ice. Moreover, they could be easily repaired from materials readily at hand. The cribwork “shoes” would be wider than the masonry piers, but would leave a 240-foot clear width for the passage of sheets of ice between them.

The Burr-arch truss bridge proposed by Keefer was quite conventional in North America, with the exception of the innovative “Keefer shoes” and the proposed tubular span, which was quite novel and would have been a noteworthy span in its own right. In North America, and northern Europe, rough timber deflecting piers were occasionally built against the upstream base of masonry bridge piers, or as islands a short distance upstream of the piers, to deflect ice floes, but none on the principle proposed by Keefer. On the other hand, the timber Burr-arch truss was a common type of railway bridge in contemporary North America, which was not the case with iron bridges. Few iron railway bridges had been built in Canada, or the United States, prior to the mid-nineteenth century. With good timber being plentiful, a wood-truss bridge cost less than half that of an iron bridge of equal span. Moreover, iron railway bridges rarely exceeded 100 feet in length, whereas timber-truss railway bridges of a 250-foot span were not uncommon, although none exceeded 275 feet in length. Thus the 400-foot tubular centre span of Keefer’s proposed St. Lawrence River bridge was on a stupendous scale for a railway bridge in North America. Indeed, it was based on a new structural concept only recently developed in Britain.

**The Tubular Bridge**

In Britain during the early 1840s cast-iron beams were widely used for constructing railway bridges of up to 40-foot span, and cast-iron beams trussed with wrought iron were used for spans extending upwards of 100 feet in length, but longer-span iron bridges were rarely attempted. Little was
known about the strength of wrought iron, and many bridge engineers found the behaviour of cast iron too unpredictable in tension and under impact loads. Long-span iron railway bridges were not a possibility until 1845 when Robert Stephenson, the chief engineer on the Chester and Holyhead Railway, instituted experiments with wrought iron in seeking to design a long-span railway bridge for erection over the Menai Straits in Wales.

At an early stage in the design process Stephenson studied suspension bridges, a type of structure then commonly employed for long-span road bridges. In 1830 a railway suspension bridge had been erected in England on the Stockton and Darlington Railway, but the passage of a moving train caused a severe undulation in the deck which ultimately destroyed the structure. Thus Stephenson began investigating ways to render the deck of a suspension bridge more rigid to accommodate the passage of trains. In observing the strength of the tubular form found in nature, such as in river reeds, wheatstocks, and bamboo, Stephenson hit upon the idea of constructing the bridge deck of a suspension bridge as a straight wrought-iron tube. As little was known about the strength of wrought iron in tension or compression, or the strength of the tubular form, in 1845 Stephenson engaged William Fairbairn of Manchester, England, to construct experiments to determine the strength of wrought iron. Fairbairn had a wide experience in constructing wrought-iron ships with hulls upwards of 250 feet in length, and was convinced that a wrought-iron tube employing a similar form of riveted construction would suffice for even longer-span bridges. Over a two-year period, a number of experiments were carried out with the aid of a mathematician, Eaton Hodgkinson, and formulae were developed for the strength of wrought-iron beams in tension and compression, and the relative strengths of circular, elliptical, and rectangular wrought-iron tubes were ascertained using scale models loaded to destruction.

Ultimately it was established that wrought-iron tubes of dimensions sufficient for a train to pass through could be used for constructing railway bridges of up to 460 feet or more in clear span—a remarkable length, far exceeding any previous railway bridge of any type, wood or iron. Moreover, it was found that the wrought-iron tubes, constructed of boiler plates riveted together with angles and tees at the joints, would be sufficiently strong to stand alone as a railway bridge structure without the need for additional support from suspension chains. In the experiments, the circular and elliptical tube forms proved somewhat stronger than the rectangular, but the latter was far easier to construct. Hence preference was given to the rectangular form, and Fairbairn found that if the top of a rectangular tube was constructed in a cellular fashion, it was by far the strongest.

Subsequently Robert Stephenson used the results of the experiments to design and construct two long-span, wrought-iron tubular bridges of world renown on the Chester and Holyhead Railway in Wales:
– the Conway Bridge (1848), a single-span, dual tube structure of 400-foot length, crossing the Conway River estuary at a height of 18 feet above the high-water level; and
– the Britannia Bridge (1850) a four-span, dual tube bridge (2 spans of 460 feet and two of 230 feet) with each tube forming a continuous structure 1,513 feet long, crossing the Menai Straits on high masonry towers 102 feet above the high-water level.¹⁶

At Montreal, Thomas Keefer seized on the new bridge-building technology to overcome a critical design problem—the need for an exceptionally long span to cross the deep mid-section of the river, and to accommodate the passage of squared-timber rafts and steamboats. The construction of the St. Lawrence River bridge, however, was soon taken out of the hands of the Montreal and Kingston Railway Company.

In spring of 1852 one of the Britain’s largest railway-building firms, Peto, Brassey and Betts, had approached the Canadian government about building railways in Canada; and subsequently, the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada (GTR) was chartered to build a trunk railway from Montreal to Toronto with Peto, Brassey and Betts as the contractors and chief promoters of the railway. However, within a year the scope of the project escalated immensely as the GTR undertook to extend the projected Montreal-Toronto trunk railway farther westward to Sarnia, just across the St. Clair River from the American Midwest railroad system, and agreed to lease the St. Lawrence and Atlantic Railway as well as upgrade the existing trackage and complete the last sixty miles of that railway connection to Portland. Moreover, the GTR made a further commitment to build the projected
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Quebec and Richmond Railway; and to undertake the immediate construction of a bridge, the “Victoria Bridge”, to span the St. Lawrence River at Montreal. In effect, through negotiations to secure the surrender of the several existing railway charters, and a growing ambition to dominate the trade of the continental interior, the new Grand Trunk Railway grew from a railway initially chartered to build a 330-mile trunk railway from Montreal to Toronto into a project to build a 1,100-mile-long railway, by far the world’s longest railway, and one which would include the world’s greatest bridge.\(^\text{17}\)

As it came to be envisioned by its British promoters, the GTR would not only dominate the trade of Canada West, even to the point of expecting to drive the lake steamboats out of business, but would also capture a large share of the American Midwest transit trade, once ice-breaker ferries were established on the St. Clair River to connect year-round with the existing American Midwest railroad system extending westward to Chicago. The Canadian trunk railway line would be shorter than any rail line that the Americans could construct south of the Great Lakes, and Portland was much closer than New York to Europe on the Atlantic sea lanes. However, the vital link in the transit system was the Victoria Bridge, which would connect Canada and the American Midwest by rail not only with Portland, but with American railroads serving the major cities and ports of the American eastern seaboard.\(^\text{18}\)

**Design of the Victoria Bridge**

During the summer of 1852 a British railway engineer, Alexander M. Ross, was employed by the GTR to reconnoitre the line of the projected trunk railway, and to examine the bridge site and bridge plan proposed by Thomas Keefer for a St. Lawrence River bridge. Ross had served as resident engineer on the Chester and Holyhead Railway project during the construction of the Conway and Britannia bridges, and was subsequently appointed engineer-in-chief of the GTR with responsibility for designing the Victoria Bridge and the bridges on the Montreal-Toronto section of the trunk railway. In Canada, Ross conferred with Thomas Keefer, and recommended three major changes in Keefer’s plan of construction for the St. Lawrence River bridge: viz., that the bridge site be moved half a mile upstream from Montreal; that the centre tubular span be reduced to a length of 330 feet with a 60-foot vertical clearance over the river; and that the timber flanking spans be replaced by tubular spans to render the bridge a permanent structure. A hydrographic survey of the river, undertaken in February 1852 by the Department of Public Works, had determined that the deep centre section of the river was only about 300 feet wide at a new site a half mile upriver, between Pointe St. Charles and the south shore at Saint Lambert. Hence the new bridge would be constructed about a half mile to the west of Montreal harbour where the St. Lawrence River was 8,660 feet wide.
To reduce the bridge length, Ross adopted Keefer’s concept of long built-up approach embankments, and planned to build an embankment 1,200 feet long on the north end of the bridge crossing, and one 800 feet long on the south approach. On the basis of calculations as to the cost of building various lengths of wrought-iron tube versus the cost of masonry in erecting piers, Ross determined that the most economical configuration was to flank the 330-foot centre span, at a height of 60 feet above water level, with twenty-four 242-foot-long tubular spans, twelve on each side of the centre span. An easy grade of 1 in 130 sloped each way from the centre span was adopted to provide a minimum vertical clearance of 36 feet under the outer spans for the passage of the flood waters and ice floes in the spring, while the centre span would provide an adequate height for the passage of steamboats.

During the winter of 1852–1853 Ross returned to England to prepare a plan and estimate for the Victoria Bridge, which was to be contracted out to Peto, Brassey and Betts. However, in England concerns were expressed by engineers as to whether such a large bridge could be constructed in Canada with its limited six-months’ working season (mid-May to mid-November), and the directors of the GTR, in an effort to reassure potential investors, turned to Robert Stephenson. Initially Stephenson was engaged as a consulting engineer to review and approve Ross’s plan of construction, but subsequently (at Stephenson’s insistence) he was appointed joint chief engineer, with Ross, on the Victoria Bridge project. After visiting Canada
in the summer of 1853 to examine the bridge site, Stephenson returned to England to report that the proposed bridge was not only feasible, but an economical and efficient design. Thereafter Stephenson’s firm worked on the design details of the tubes, and the components were fabricated at the newly established Canada Works of Peto, Brassey and Betts at Birkenhead, England.\footnote{19}

A highly innovative contribution to bridge engineering was made by Alexander Ross, who designed the stone masonry substructure. After reviewing Keefer’s concept of an ice-deflecting and impact-absorbing timber crib “shoe”, and the extent of the potential ice problem, Ross discarded the Keefer shoe, and evolved the concept of an ice breaker pier. In effect, Ross designed the masonry bridge piers to act as ice breakers with an extended and inclined upstream face on a 1 to 1 slope, having a raised centre ridge. Thus, ice sheets propelled by the current would ride up on the sharp-edged ridge of the sloping pier face, thereby dissipating their energy, and the ice sheets would break apart under their own weight, resulting in the broken sections being carried harmlessly away between the piers. Moreover, the weight of the tubular bridge superstructure would increase the strength of the piers to resist the impact of the ice floes driven up on their sloped upstream face.\footnote{20}

On its construction, the Britannia Bridge was hailed as a stupendous engineering achievement, and as a construction project of “vast magnitude”;\footnote{21} yet now the GTR planned to construct not only the first long-span wrought-iron bridge structure in North America, but the largest tubular bridge in the world.\footnote{22} It would require the erection of 25 tubular spans, with the 330-foot centre span alone being by far the longest iron bridge span in North America, and the building of two major masonry abutments, and 24 masonry piers ranging from 40 to 85 feet in height above the river bed, as well as two approach embankments, one of 1200-foot length on the north shore (Pointe St. Charles) and one of 800-foot length on the south shore (Saint Lambert).

The scale and mass of the components to be constructed in raising the proposed Victoria Bridge were truly amazing. The two approach embankments would be 40 feet high at the abutments, and 28 feet wide on top with sloping sides to combat ice pressures. The masonry abutments measured 242 by 34 feet at the base, rising to a height of 40 feet; and the piers were of solid masonry, 92 by 16 feet at the base, and narrowing with the slope of the ice breaker section, to 33 by 16 feet at the top. Moreover, the masonry was to be constructed of blocks of hard limestone weighing from 6 to 17 tons each, and laid in courses from 28 to 46 inches deep. The tubes of the superstructure were to be constructed of wrought-iron boiler plate, one-quarter to three-quarters of an inch thick, riveted together, and strengthened with tee and angle irons at the joints; and all of the 4,926 pieces comprising each of the twenty-four 242-foot span tubes, and the
10,309 pieces of the 330-foot centre tube, would have to be shipped from England, sorted, assembled, and riveted together to construct the tubes in place on the masonry piers high above the St. Lawrence River. Overall the bridge would require 8,250 tons of wrought iron, and over 3,000,000 cubic feet of masonry, exclusive of the several million cubic feet of timber required for the cofferdams and for the staging required to support the tubes during their assembly.

The Victoria Bridge tubes would be four times the length of the Britannia Bridge, or more than twice the combined length of its dual tubes, and the Victoria Bridge would be constructed under much more difficult and demanding conditions. Indeed, it would be the largest and most ambitious bridge construction project undertaken anywhere in the world to that date. It was expected that the new bridge would take eight years to construct at an estimated cost of $7,000,000, with the substructure—the masonry piers, abutments, and the two embankments — accounting for over 70% of the estimate.

Construction of the Victoria Bridge

Work commenced on the Victoria Bridge project in the spring of 1854 at the selected bridge site where the river was comparatively shallow—no more than 22 feet deep where piers would have to be constructed. The most critical problem facing the engineering staff initially was how to ensure that each of the masonry piers, as constructed, could be raised above the summer water level in a single working season. It was critical to do so to enable the cofferdams to be removed before the freeze-up to provide a relatively free passage for the ice floes the following spring. Each winter, ice over 3 feet thick would form on the two-mile-wide river, and on the wider expanse of Laprairie Basin just upstream of the bridge site. In the spring, flood waters often rose 20 feet, and huge sheets of ice would break free from the river banks and shores of the lakes farther upstream. The ice sheets would float downstream on a strong seven-miles-per-hour current, driven forward by the force of a river that drained half a continent and had an average flow of 50 million cubic feet per minute. Moreover, the St. Lawrence River narrowed at the bridge site, and it was known that the ice floes in striking any major obstacle, or a sharp bend, in the river would pile up into ice jambs. On occasion an ice jamb would dam up the river, and rise up 20 or 30 feet in height before letting go with a terrible cracking noise. In the resultant ice shove, thousands of tons of tightly packed ice would be pushed forward under the pressure of the backed-up head of water, grinding down and crushing anything in its path. Hence the fear that the cofferdams, if left in place during the spring floods, would greatly obstruct the passage of the river ice, causing an ice jamb and a resultant ice shove with sufficient force to carry away the cofferdams and piers under construction.
To obviate this construction problem, James Hodges, the superintendent of construction for the Victoria Bridge and Western (Montreal-Toronto) Division of the GTR and a long-time chief engineer of Peto, Brassey and Betts, suggested that large floating caissons be employed to form the cofferdams. The caissons could be constructed prior to the summer work season, and then floated out to the pier site and sunk to form the sides of a large wedge-shaped cofferdam with an open interior well. Once in place the cofferdam could be sealed with sheet piling and a clay puddle wall, and pumped out to provide a dry area in which the pier masonry could be constructed. The time saved in constructing a cofferdam would enable the masonry work to be raised in a single work season so that each fall the caissons could be pumped out, refloated, and removed before the onset of freezing temperatures. Thus each spring the river would be free of major obstructions that could cause an ice jamb, and each summer the work would be accelerated through re-using the floating caissons—or so went the plan.\(^\text{25}\)

In the spring of 1854 stone quarries were opened on the north shore at Pointe St. Charles near the bridge site, and far to the south at Isle La Motte in Lake Champlain, and work commenced to construct the cofferdams for piers 1 and 2, as well as the north approach embankment and masonry abutment. However, little progress was made during the first two work seasons as the project was plagued by construction problems, financial difficulties, and labour strife that threatened the viability of the whole bridge project.\(^\text{26}\)

At the commencement of construction, the floating caissons proved unwieldy and difficult to position in the strong current and amidst huge boulders, weighing upwards of 3 to 4 tons, which were found scattered on the flat limestone riverbed. In such conditions, it took so long to position, sink, seal, and pump out the caisson-cofferdams, that despite every exertion possible, the stone masonry of piers no. 1 and no. 2 were raised only 4 feet above water level, and the north abutment masonry raised only 6 feet above water level at the very end of the 1854 work season—too late to refloat the caissons forming the cofferdams of the two piers. Moreover, it was discovered that the main bed of the river, rather than being ledges of smooth rock, was covered with a 12- to 14-foot-thick layer of hard pan composed of huge boulders, gravel, and clay packed into a concreted mass almost as hard as the limestone rock itself, and intermixed with pockets of quicksand and mud. Hence the cofferdam for pier no. 3 was postponed, and it was subsequently established that to excavate pier no. 5 would require the removal of 3,000 tons of such material, including an 11-ton boulder. In such conditions, it was clear that the masonry piers could not be constructed in a single season using caisson cofferdams, and leaving the caisson cofferdams in place over the winter was not an option, as the caissons were not designed to withstand the pressure of an ice shove. However, there was a promising alternative.
Faced with an obvious problem, late in the 1854 work season it was decided to try constructing timber cribwork cofferdams—a North American building technology widely used for bridge piers. After two failed attempts to tow a large timber crib out to a pier site and sink it into position in the face of the strong river current, the contractors decided to construct the timber cribwork cofferdams directly on site. A heavy timber frame was moored in the river current, and gradually sunk beneath the water surface as its weight increased with the adding of courses of timber and filling stone in constructing the cribwork. In this manner, timber cribwork cofferdams were properly positioned and constructed for piers no. 5 and no. 6 by Montreal contractors Brown & Watson, but too late in the season to commence the masonry work. The timber cribwork cofferdams were built in the form of a “Keefer shoe” with an upstream wedge-shaped extension having an inclined top sheathed with heavy timbers. However, the well of the cofferdam was also covered over, and the whole structure raised only a few feet above the summer water level. As such, the cofferdams were designed to withstand the impact of the spring floodwaters, and to facilitate the passage of the spring flood waters in carrying ice floes over and past the submerged structures.  

During the winter of 1854–55 flood waters reached an extraordinary height, and 20 square miles of the river in Laprairie Basin were covered with 124,000,000 tons of packed ice. When the ice moved forward the two caisson cofferdams were totally crushed, and all of the north embankment, some 9,000 cubic yards of fill material, was carried off. Only the two stone
masonry piers, the masonry of the north abutment, and the two timber crib “Keefer shoe” cofferdams survived intact from an initial work season that James Hodges subsequently described as “a period of disaster, difficulty and trouble” during which he personally doubted that the bridge would ever be completed.28

From the very commencement of construction a severe labour shortage and numerous strikes and work stoppages had plagued the worksite. The GTR had imported masons, quarrymen, riveting crews, mechanics, crane operators, fitters, carpenters, and joiners, from Britain under contract to work on the Victoria Bridge, but when the men realized that wages in Canada during the railway building boom were up to 50% higher than the British wage levels specified in their contracts, they deserted the worksite in droves. As the cost estimate for the Victoria Bridge had been based on British labour costs, the necessity of paying higher wages introduced a potential major cost overrun, and labour costs continued to soar. The British tradesmen who remained on the job, and the skilled and unskilled labour force hired locally, were paid higher wages, but staged a series of strikes and work stoppages, demanding even further increases in wages as the cost of living soared with the railway building boom. Moreover, there was a chronic shortage of skilled labourers as agents from other railway-construction projects, in both Canada and the United States, continually lured men away with offers of even higher wages. The labour shortage was compounded in early July 1854 when cholera broke out at the worksite causing the death of upwards of 60 men and the flight of entire gangs of workers, and no sooner did the cholera outbreak end than the fall harvest in September drew away many of the local men. Only in October and November did work proceed at a satisfactory rate, but then the project had to be suspended with the onset of freezing temperatures in early December.

Financial difficulties added further to the dismal outlook. With the outbreak of the Crimean War in March 1854 interest rates had increased and GTR stock proved difficult to sell in British money markets, and by the spring of 1855 construction costs on the Montreal-Toronto trunk line were running twice as high as the estimate. Strapped for money, the GTR decided to focus on laying track on the Montreal-Kingston section of the mainline, which included another major tubular bridge, the St. Anne Bridge, crossing the Ottawa River at the head of Montreal Island. As a result, work languished on the Victoria Bridge project where the construction difficulties posed by the St. Lawrence River, the slow progress of the work, soaring labour costs, and a persistent shortage of labourers moved James Hodges to strongly advocate that the Victoria Bridge project be abandoned. The board of directors, however, decided to continue the work rather than abandon the infrastructure already in place,29 and soon thereafter the project was turned around owing to the efforts of the Canadian contractors.
Once the contractors mastered the difficulties of constructing timber crib cofferdams in a strong 7 mph current, Hodges was astonished to see how quickly and cheaply these cofferdams could be constructed by the Canadians. Moreover, huge savings in time and labour costs were subsequently achieved through a number of innovations introduced by Benjamin Chaffey, a Canadian contractor who had contracted for the construction of the south abutment and the adjacent piers, no. 24 and no. 23.

Prior to arriving in Canada, James Hodges had had a travelling gantry crane designed and built in England for use in unloading, sorting, stacking, and re-loading quarried blocks of stone in the stone yard of the projected Victoria Bridge project. Four men were needed to work the hand cranks to lift, traverse, and carry a load longitudinally along the gantry tracks; however, the prototype when built in the north-shore stone yard proved slow and difficult to operate and could barely move its own weight. Benjamin Chaffey, during the winter of 1854-55, totally re-designed Hodges’ manually powered gantry crane and erected in the south-shore stone yard at St. Lambert a steam-powered gantry crane with a 60-foot horizontal boom travelling on a 1300-foot-long track supported on 20-foot-high gantries. A small steam engine and boiler were mounted directly on an extension of the travelling boom. Operated solely by a boy riding on the boom, the
crane excelled in lifting, traversing, and travelling with blocks as heavy as 20 tons. Indeed, all three motions could be performed simultaneously, as the boom moved along the gantries at speeds of up to 4 mph. Over the course of the project, the Chaffey steam-powered travelling gantry crane proved a great labour-saving device in transporting over 70,000 tons of stone with ease and without mishap.52

Owing to the lack of capital, little new work was undertaken during the 1855 work season, and construction proceeded slowly. The masonry of piers no. 1 and no. 2 was completed, and pier no. 5 raised several feet above the summer water level, and the north abutment masonry raised from 6 to 20 feet above water level. The north embankment was also restarted and raised to a height of 20 feet above the river, and cofferdams were built for piers no. 3 and no. 4. Difficulties in excavating the cofferdams and in sealing pier no. 3 against leakage resulted in their being covered over for the winter without any masonry work being undertaken. On the south side, Benjamin Chaffey put in a timber crib cofferdam for the south abutment and adjacent pier no. 24, and struggled to excavate an 8-foot depth of hardpan and to raise the south abutment masonry to a height of 3 feet above the water level by the end of the work season. The timber cribwork cofferdam of pier no. 24 was simply roofed over for the winter.

To this point, the stone masonry was laid by means of a manually operated travelling gantry crane built over each cofferdam. The crane straddled a pier and extended out over the barge docking area; each gantry crane had two travellers of 36-foot span, which were used to lift and set the blocks of stone. Eight men were needed to work the manual cranks on the two-traveller booms of each crane, where a series of separate operations were required to lift the stone with the hoist jenny, traverse the jenny on the boom, move the boom along on the gantry track, and lower the stone onto its mortar bed. A number of manually operated travelling gantry cranes were likewise used, operating in parallel, in laying the stone masonry of the massive north and south abutments.33 During the following year, however, a number of ingenious innovations revolutionized the laying of the stone masonry.

In early 1856 Benjamin Chaffey introduced steam power for laying stone masonry for the first time on the Victoria Bridge project and, insofar as the bridge engineers were aware, for the first time anywhere. Chaffey devised a drive system to enable steam power to run the hoisting drum of the jenny on the boom of the several travelling gantry cranes employed on the south abutment; this innovation was adopted subsequently by all the contractors to operate the hoist jenny on the travelling gantry cranes on the piers under construction. Power was supplied by the small steam engine used to work the pumps in dewatering the cofferdams, and power was transmitted by line shafting to which the spindles of the hoisting jenny could easily be connected and disconnected with the travelling boom in
any position desired. Initially only the hoist jenny was steam powered; however, hoisting the stone blocks was by far the slowest part of the masonry work. The steam-hoist jenny reduced the lifting time required to one-tenth of what it had been, and greatly reduced both the construction time and cost of the masonry work.  

During the summer of 1856 Benjamin Chaffey achieved a further breakthrough when he designed and constructed a steam-powered boom derrick for laying the stone masonry—a derrick that was fully powered in all its movements. It is not clear from contemporary accounts whether Chaffey invented what became the classic form for a boom derrick, or whether his ingenuity rested strictly in being the first to introduce steam power into its operation. What is clear is that Chaffey, early in the 1856 work season, used two horse-powered boom derricks to lay the masonry of pier no. 24 and, later in the same work season, built a fully steam-powered boom derrick which was used in laying the masonry of piers no. 5, no. 6, no. 7, and no. 23.  

The boom derrick had an 80-foot mast resting on an iron pivot-socket, and two long inclined wood support guys, connected to a pivot on top of the mast, to support the mast and let it rotate. Guy wires were also used to further anchor the mast. The boom consisted of heavy timber pieces bolted to each side of the mast a short distance from the top to form a long arm
extending outwards and a short arm projecting to the rear. Heavy tie rods connected the end of the boom to the top of the mast and anchored the short arm to the top and bottom of the mast, forming two strong trusses capable of resisting the force of the weight of a 10- to 12-ton block of stone at the outer end of the boom. A hoist, mounted on a traveller, could be moved in and out along the boom, and activated to lift or lower a block of stone. The boom of the Chaffey boom derrick could rotate through 270° in sweeping over the whole working area of the pier. To rotate the mast/boom, a circular segment some 6 feet in diameter was bolted to the base of the mast, around which a chain passed and was connected to a drum.
The boom derrick was driven by steam power applied through a system of friction pulleys and drums and connecting chains, which enabled a single operator to impart three motions simultaneously, lifting the stone, swinging the boom, and running the stone inwards toward the mast, by simply working clutch and brake levers. For piers no. 24 and no. 23, Chaffey constructed a tramway on temporary timber crib piers out to the work site so that stone could be loaded on the trucks by the steam-powered travelling gantry crane in the stone yard and taken off the trucks at the cofferdam sidings by the steam-powered boom derrick at pier no. 23 and by the horse-powered derrick at pier no. 24. Chaffey subsequently carried the temporary tramway out as far as the cofferdam of pier no. 19, beyond which the stone for the other piers, in deeper water, was transported on barges towed by steam tugs. 36

Using Chaffey’s steam-powered boom derrick, which James Hodges described as “a most perfect derrick”, over 216,000 cubic feet of masonry was set in the month of September 1856 at a rate of 13 cubic feet per working minute, and the masonry of pier no. 23 was laid up in October-November in less than seven weeks. This represented a singular achievement as generally timber crib cofferdams could not be constructed, sealed, pumped out, and excavated to bedrock before mid-August, leaving only 16 weeks to raise the masonry of a pier several feet above the water level to enable the cofferdam to be removed before the onset of winter weather. Moreover, this period of time had proved barely adequate to raise the masonry piers above water level in the comparatively shallow water at either end of the crossing. It would not have been adequate for raising masonry piers above water in the deeper mid-river sections. However, with the steam-powered boom derrick, and the steam-powered hoist jenny of the gantry crane, the constricted masonry construction period was no longer a problem. A masonry pier could be easily constructed to its full height, and the cofferdam removed, in a single short working season, while effecting major savings both in time and labour costs. 37

During the first two work seasons, 1854 and 1855, without steam-powered equipment, only two masonry piers were built to their full height, a third pier and the south abutment were carried up just above water level, and the north abutment and approach embankment were raised to a height of 20 feet above water level but were still incomplete. However, the steam-powered gantry cranes and boom derricks introduced by Benjamin Chaffey enabled seven piers to be fully completed during the 1856 work season, as well as the rapid completion of the two masonry abutments. 38

Employing the North American timber crib building technology and the steam-powered boom derrick and steam-powered hoist on the travelling gantry cranes, the construction of both cofferdams and piers proceeded equally rapidly during the 1857 working season. Eight cofferdams were constructed, and six of the masonry piers were built to their full height. 39

Moreover, the first wrought-iron tube of the Victoria Bridge, tube no. 1,
was erected during the 1857 season by a British contractor, James Hodkinson, who had contracted for the erection of all of the tubes.

On the Victoria Bridge project the strong river current, numerous shoals, and the ever-present danger of squared-timber rafts running out of control and striking barges anchored in the river precluded floating the tubes out to the bridge site and hoisting them up onto the piers as had been done on the Britannia Bridge. Hence it was decided to assemble the tubes in place, but this required in turn the erection of high timber staging to provide a rigid and level platform on which to assemble them. Here the Canadian contractors turned to North American timber bridge-building technology. They erected timber trestle bridges as staging in shallow water and, in deeper water, erected staging consisting of a conventional North American wood Howe truss bridge supported on temporary timber crib-work piers placed between the masonry piers. The Howe truss, which consisted of heavy timber chords with diagonal braces in the truss panels, bolted together with vertical wrought-iron rod posts, could be rapidly erected and easily dismantled for re-use, thereby speeding the assembly of a succession of tubes. Moreover, the staging was constructed of materials readily at hand.40

Only one seemingly intractable problem was experienced during the 1857 work season as cofferdams 8 and 9 experienced continual flooding, defying all efforts to pump them out. Ultimately cofferdam 8 had to be aban-
doned for the season, whereas at cofferdam 9 the pumping-flooding problem was solved through the mechanical ingenuity of Benjamin Chaffey.

On the Victoria Bridge project, James Hodges had introduced heavy steam-powered reciprocating pumps, imported from Britain, to dewater the cofferdams. Each pump consisted of two 18-inch cast-iron cylinders in which a pump piston worked to force water into a vertical discharge or force pipe and to draw water into the pump chamber via a suction pipe, operating on the combined forcing-and-suction-pump principle. The two pump rods were attached to a bell-crank that worked them alternately through a geared connection with the piston of a steam engine. The reciprocating pump worked well, but caused severe vibrations and concussions that continually jarred the cofferdam and resulted in heavy leakage, and on occasion breakages in the sheet piling with the water rushing in, washing out the clay puddle wall seal, and flooding the cofferdam. Each time a cofferdam flooded, the heavy pump had to be moved, new sheet piling driven, and washed out sections of the puddle wall replaced before the pump could be repositioned and the pumping recommenced. On cofferdams 8 and 9, the pumping problem was particularly severe as both rested on an exceptionally poor foundation of hard pan riddled with piles of large boulders. On such a foundation the vibrations of the heavy bell-crank pump caused frequent breaches in the sheet piling seal, and flooding, which prevented the cofferdams being pumped out.

To overcome this vexing problem, Benjamin Chaffey designed a steam-powered centrifugal forcing pump. It was built in two sizes, according to the power required, and consisted of a circular cast-iron shell of 15 or 24 inches in diameter and 6 or 9 inches in width, in which an impeller was mounted that revolved at a high speed to force water up a 7-inch-diameter ascending or force pipe. The Chaffey centrifugal pump, which was submerged at the bottom of the still water in the cofferdam well, had a horizontal chamber, and the impeller, which consisted of two straight radial vanes forming a single arm, rotated on a long vertical shaft driven by a steam engine at the top of the cofferdam. The centrifugal pump, vertical drive shaft, and force pipe, were held in place by a light timber-framework tower built against a downstream corner of the cofferdam. The pump inlet was on the bottom of the chamber, and consisted of several apertures in the centre of the casing. Water was drawn into the central inlet by the partial vacuum created as the water was pulled away from the centre by the centrifugal force generated by the speed of the impeller rotation and by the pressure of the head of water above the submerged pump. The pump discharged the water outwards from the rotating impeller vanes, under pressure, through a tangential outlet on the outer circumference of the pump chamber. The outlet was connected to the force pipe, which discharged at its top into a trough that carried the water outside the cofferdam.
The larger of the Chaffey centrifugal pumps was capable of discharging 800 to 1,000 gallons a minute out of the force pipe, and lowered the water at a rate of 2 feet per hour, emptying a cofferdam in from 3 to 10 hours depending on the depth of the water. As such, the centrifugal pump matched the discharge capacity of the heavy reciprocating pumps that Hodges had imported from England. The Chaffey pump had to be driven at very high speed, but required far less power to operate than the reciprocating pumps. Moreover, the Chaffey centrifugal pump was far lighter, and easily portable. When a cofferdam was pumped out, a 4-foot-square sump well was excavated one foot into bedrock and the centrifugal pump installed therein with drains leading to the sump to keep the cofferdam well totally dry. Even on the deeper parts of the works, the centrifugal pump proved able to raise the water to a height of 20 feet or more in a highly efficient manner. Moreover, the Chaffey centrifugal pump solved the vibration and concussion problem, and consequently greatly reduced the leakage and breakage experienced in pumping out the coffer dams. It quickly lowered the water in cofferdam no. 9, and subsequently was used to pump out the south abutment and twelve more cofferdams on the Victoria Bridge project.\[41\]
At a time when centrifugal pumps were just beginning to be introduced into production and commercial use in Britain and France and when manufacturers and theoreticians were involved in trying to understand the characteristics of whirling fluids and the optimum performance efficiency characteristics of the new centrifugal pump — the most proficient shape for the vanes, the relationship between the speed of rotation, volume of discharge, and height of lift obtainable, and the shape of chamber required to minimize shock and eddies — Benjamin Chaffey succeeded in producing a high-performance centrifugal pump well suited for de-watering construction sites.  

Indeed, steam-driven centrifugal pumps similar to Chaffey’s centrifugal pump in their general configuration, vertical drive power system, and fully immersed pump-chamber working arrangement, subsequently came to be recognized as ideal for draining cofferdams and lock pits. Centrifugal pumps were rugged, light and durable with few mechanical parts and no valves to wear out, and could handle dirty water, sand and small stones without clogging.  

When rotated at a high speed, centrifugal pumps ultimately proved substantially more efficient than reciprocating pumps in forcing water up to heights of 30 feet, although reciprocal pumps were much more efficient beyond that height.

Once cofferdam 9 was successfully pumped out using the new Chaffey centrifugal pump, the pier masonry was rapidly laid up, reaching a height of 18 feet 4 inches above water level at the onset of the winter’s frost on December 3rd. To enable the pier to be carried up to its full height after the frost set in, a novel stone-laying technique was introduced that had been developed earlier by the Canadian contractors constructing the St. Anne’s Bridge on the GTR mainline crossing of the Ottawa River.

Following the onset of freezing weather, the stone courses on pier no. 9 were laid dry and tightly spaced, without mortar. To set each block of stone a 3-inch-wide strip of asphalt was placed along the outer edges, but set back on the front face to allow for a later pointing of the joints. Vertical shafts, or flues, about 1 foot square were left open throughout the full height of the masonry as the courses were laid up. The dry laying of the stone enabled masonry work to continue during freezing weather, thereby extending
the working season. In the spring, once the frost was out of the masonry, the
stonework was pointed on the face joints of the pier, and liquid grout mortar
poured down the interior shafts. In this manner, the grout penetrated into all
of the joints left in the masonry to form a solid unit of masonry.\footnote{45}

No sooner was the masonry completed on pier no. 9 than work pro-
ceeded during the winter of 1857–58 in constructing five cofferdams in the
middle of the river. Concerned about the potential difficulties of trying to
construct timber cribs in the strong current at mid-river, James Hodges de-
cided that it would be easier to construct the cofferdams for piers no. 14,
15, 16, and piers 12 and 13 on either side of the center channel, through
holes cut in the river ice. Previously, several timber cribwork cofferdams
had been roofed over and left in place for the winter and they had survived
the spring ice shove intact. However, the decision to speed construction
through undertaking winter work, and risking the placing of timber crib-
work cofferdams in the path of the ice shove, proved disastrous.

In the spring of 1858 water levels were exceptionally low and with the
pressure of millions of tons of ice moving forward, the ice shove dislodged
the new structures. Several cofferdams were driven 300 feet downstream,
and others from 30 to 100 feet, which necessitated their being removed
and rebuilt. Almost all of the winter's work was lost, and divers had to be
employed for much of the summer in getting the stone out of the coffer-
dams so that they could be removed and new ones built.\footnote{46} This tedious
work, however, was expedited by several new innovations, at least one of
which was introduced by Benjamin Chaffey.

In addition to constructing three additional cofferdams and masonry
piers during the 1858 work season, Benjamin Chaffey also constructed a
major portion of the south embankment and the staging for supporting five
tubes. To lift the heavy staging timber into place, Chaffey designed and
built a floating barge crane. It consisted of a large jib-crane mounted on
two barges lashed together, and was worked by horse power. The floating
barge crane was subsequently converted to steam power, and used by all
contractors to speed the erection of the staging for the tubes. James
Hodges immediately thereafter introduced several steam-powered floating
barge jib-cranes of a slightly different design to speed up the work of dis-
mantling the timber crib cofferdams. Once a quantity of the stone was re-
moved from the cofferdam cribs by divers, the powerful barge cranes were
able to rip up large sections of timber work, weighing upwards of 20 to 30
tons, in a single lift.\footnote{47}

To expedite the excavation work in constructing cofferdams, yet an-
other innovation was introduced during the 1858 work season. A steam-
powered steam shovel dredge—a so-called “dipper dredge” or “dredger” was
designed and built for use in excavating the well of the cofferdams down to
bedrock, and for deepening the clay puddle chamber. To seal a cofferdam, a
6-foot-thick puddle wall of densely packed clay impermeable to water was
compacted between two rows of sheet piling driven between two sections of the cribwork surrounding the well of the cofferdam. Prior to constructing the clay seal, the puddle wall chamber had to be excavated below the river bed beyond any danger of water seeping underneath. The dredger, which was mounted on tracks laid on top of the cofferdam, was operated by a steam-powered winch, and had a long bucket arm capable of reaching down to bedrock. In mechanizing yet another labour-intensive activity, it greatly speeded up the excavation of the cofferdam wells and puddle wall chambers and thereby helped further in addressing the persistent problems of the short working season, and the high cost and scarcity of labour on the Victoria Bridge project. The dredger proved unable to excavate the hard pan, which had to be broken up by hand, but it did quickly remove the loose material and boulders from the excavations. 48

Despite the serious setback of the spring of 1858, and the delays occasioned by the need to dismantle the five displaced timber crib cofferdams, a great deal of work was accomplished during that summer work season through employing the innovative steam-powered construction equipment: the travelling gantry crane and boom derrick developed by Benjamin Chaffey, James Hodges’ derivative steam-powered barge jib-crane, and the cofferdam dredger, as well as the horse-powered boom derrick and barge jib-crane introduced by Chaffey. A total of six new cofferdams were con-

A Chaffey steam-powered barge jib-crane, with double hull, used for erecting staging. (Hodges, Construction)
structed, cofferdam 8 was rebuilt, and five masonry piers were raised to their full height, with two additional piers carried up a short distance above water level. Among the piers completed were piers 12 and 13, which were the two highest piers, rising 85 feet from bedrock on either side of the deep centre section of the river.\(^49\)

The erection of the superstructure also proceeded rapidly during the 1858 work season. As early as January 13, 1858, work commenced on tube no. 25 at the south embankment, and a succession of tubes were assembled over the summer, working outwards from both ends of the bridge on temporary staging erected between the piers. Each of the 242-foot-span tubes consisted of some 4,926 pieces of wrought iron, which had been cut, punched and marked in England with the number of the tube, thickness of the plate, and its position keyed to a working drawing which was furnished to the work gangs assembling the tube. Each piece could thus be identified quickly in the sorting yard at Pointe St. Charles, and delivered to the worksite in the proper order, and at the time required, in the process of assembling a particular tube. This process constituted a marvellous organizational achievement in what today would be referred to as “just-in-time” assembly-line system. Indeed, there was only one reported occasion when

James Hodges’ steam-powered barge jib-crane, single-hulled, used for dismantling timber crib cofferdams. (Hodges, \textit{Construction})
the work in assembling a tube was delayed for a short period because of a failure to deliver tube components on time and in the order required.

The sorted components for each tube—plates, strips, keelsons, gussets, and tee and angle irons—were conveyed to the work sites by a small shunting locomotive running on a temporary tramway built outwards on the floor of each successive tube, and were lifted into position by a manually operated gantry crane with high legs—a Wellington crane—running on a track laid on the top chords of the Howe truss staging. Platters quickly assembled the sections of a tube using temporary bolts to align and hold the components in place for riveting. Work commenced with the laying of the floor, followed by the sides, and finally the roof of a tube. To speed the riveting, gangs of rimmers worked throughout the night, by the light of bonfires, to ensure that all rivet holes were properly lined up, and reamed out if need be, for a rapid insertion of the hot rivets the next day.

To further speed the pace of assembly, large sections of the side plates—six plates with four T-bar joints—were riveted together by steam-powered machines in a large workshop/foundry established at Pointe St. Charles, and were transported to the worksites on a shunting locomotive. At the height of activity during the summer of 1858, some 3,040 men were employed on the Victoria Bridge project, together with 142 horses, 4 locomotives, 6 steamboats, and 72 barges. Work proceeded simultaneously in constructing cofferdams, building masonry piers, erecting staging, assembling the wrought-iron tubes, transporting tube components on the tramways, and barging blocks of dressed stone, staging and cribwork timbers,
and clay puddle, to the worksites at mid-river, as well as the wrought-iron tube components to the south shore for conveyance to the south spans.\textsuperscript{51}

Faced with freight piling up in Montreal with the completion of the GTR mainline from Montreal to Toronto, and in viewing the rapid pace of construction during the 1858 work season, the Grand Trunk Railway directors offered the bridge contractors a bonus of $300,000 if the bridge could be opened to traffic by the end of the 1859 work season, two years ahead of schedule.\textsuperscript{52} The contractors responded by introducing pay incentives for the work crews. Rather than being paid a daily wage, the riveting gangs were henceforth paid the equivalent of a day’s wages for driving 180 rivets. As a result some gangs made as much as 4 days’ wages by working a 16-hour day, and the riveting gangs generally averaged 1.5 days of work for each working day throughout the work season. To maintain high standards, an inspector examined each day’s work. Any rivets that were not well formed had to be cut out and replaced by the riveting gang responsible for the original work.\textsuperscript{53}

Through the introduction of innovative construction equipment, a superb organizational effort, and strenuous exertions on the part of the contractors, workmen, and superintending engineers, a total of eleven wrought-iron tubes were erected during the 1858 work season. However, at the close of the 1858 working season, 13 tubes remained to be constructed, including the large centre tube of 330-foot span, as well as two masonry piers and
their respective cofferdams. Two piers were above water level, but yet to be carried up to their full height.\textsuperscript{54}

If the bridge project were to be completed in one year, it was essential that further progress be made during the winter months. Since it was critical to keep the middle channel open for the passage of steamboats and squared-timber rafts during the summer months, it was decided to construct the 330-foot-long centre tube during the winter of 1858–59. The staging was erected in December, and in January 1859 a road was formed on the ice for sleighs to transport the ironwork, some 10,309 pieces, to the worksite, where an inclined tramway was built rising over 60 feet from the ice surface up to the staging deck. Then a race began against time to assemble the tube before the spring ice shove. The work was pushed forward night and day, interrupted only on days when the temperatures dropped below minus 20\textdegree E Fahrenheit, or when water vapour in the air coated the men and the works with ice, forcing them off the job. Despite numerous cases of severe frostbite, the work proceeded rapidly. By March 21, the centre tube was fully assembled and the riveting was approaching a conclusion. On March 25 the ice began to move in Laprairie basin, causing a momentary panic as the wedges were quickly driven to lower the centre span onto its piers. Three days later the ice shove struck. It drove the temporary timber crib piers of the staging 2 feet downstream, but did not dislodge the centre span.\textsuperscript{55}

![Staging supporting the Centre Tube, winter 1858–59.](Hodges, Construction)
With the commencement of the summer work season the major remaining danger was that timber rafts might strike and dislodge the staging of one or more of the final 12 spans which were to be constructed in the middle of the river. The staging had to be sufficiently strong to resist the impact of heavy squared timbers lashed together in large rafts, 250 by 40 feet, and carried on a current running at up to 7 mph. On some days anywhere from 15 to 35 timber rafts might pass through the bridge site, carrying the previous winter’s harvest of timber from the Canadian interior downriver to Quebec for export.

On May 3, 1859, work commenced to construct the last two cofferdams and erect the staging for 12 tubes. Construction proceeded rapidly. The masonry of the last pier was completed in September, through laying up 108,000 cubic feet of masonry in just over six weeks, and the staging for the last tube was erected in October. By mid-December 1859 the last of the twelve tubes was completed, marking a phenomenal achievement whereby James Hodkinson’s men succeeded in erecting 3,474 lineal feet of wrought-iron tubing, including the centre span, in the course of less than a year. Moreover, the last two cofferdams, and almost all of the staging, were removed by the contractors before the close of the work season.

During the summer of 1859 a number of squared-timber rafts struck against masonry piers as they were trying to pass through the bridge substructure while the river was partially blocked by the staging for the mid-river spans, and by the centre span staging before its removal early in the summer. However, disaster threatened on only one occasion. In October, during a strong gale, four rafts piled up against the staging for tube 14, and a great pressure of water was brought to bear that threatened to carry away the staging and the tube under construction. However, the rafts broke up under the pressure of the backed-up water, and the pile of timbers was removed before any critical damage was done. The only loss was several days of work.56

On November 15, 1859, the first crossing of the St. Lawrence River was made when a small shunting locomotive passed through the Victoria Bridge from Montreal to St. Lambert on the construction tramway. A period of feverish activity followed in completing the riveting of the tubes and laying track, and on December 12, 1859, the first freight train rolled through the bridge headed for Portland. Five days later, on Saturday, December 17, an unofficial opening was held for citizens of Montreal of whom more than 1,000 passed over the Victoria Bridge in a train trip lasting but 7.5 minutes from abutment to abutment.57

Despite severe labour shortages, soaring wage rates, a short working season, and major underwater construction problems, the Victoria Bridge was completed 18 months ahead of schedule, and at cost almost 10% less than the $7,000,000 original estimate. Overall the bridge cost $6,346,133, of which $300,000 was a bonus paid to the contractors for pushing forward the work in 1858–59.58
The completed bridge consisted of 25 tubes with an aggregate length of 6,592 feet, carried a single track railway of 5 foot-6-inch gauge, and soared 60 feet above the St. Lawrence River on massive masonry piers and abutments. Excluding its extensive approach embankments, the Victoria Tubular Bridge was still four times longer than the renowned Britannia Bridge, but differed only slightly in the design details of the tubes. The Victoria Bridge was unique, however, not only in its magnitude, but in the design of its innovative ice-breaker piers, and in its long approach embankments, which brought the total length of the bridge crossing to an unprecedented 9,144 feet.

Impact of the Victoria Bridge

Both during construction and on its completion the Victoria Bridge drew numerous spectators who were reportedly awed by the sight of the unprecedented magnitude, grandeur, and boldness of the immense structure. It was variously described in engineering journals of the day as “an engineering monument in the New World”; as “one of the greatest engineering works of our time”; as “a remarkable structure, without rival upon the continent of America”; as “perhaps ... the most stupendous and imposing work of its class in the world”; and as “the Eighth Wonder of the World”. Indeed, its construction was regarded as an epic event in the history of North America.

One of the best general descriptions of the engineering achievement embodied in the Victoria Bridge was expressed in an American engineering journal decades later:

The Victoria Bridge over the River St. Lawrence at Montreal was constructed nearly half a century ago, and ... has enjoyed a world-wide reputation as an engineering achievement. It was the first great railway bridge built in America, was the longest and most costly on this side of the ocean, and possibly in the world, at that day.... The conditions under which it was built were exceptionally severe. For much of the work no precedent of equal magnitude existed. The substructure work was hazardous and expensive by nature and tedious in execution, but was carried out with notable success. The superstructure was of dimensions enormous at that time, of an elementary type, few examples of which were available in the development of long span bridges, ...

The broad extent of public recognition of the engineering achievement realized in constructing the Victoria Bridge was attested to by the events surrounding its official opening. In the summer of 1860, His Royal Highness Albert Edward, Prince of Wales (and future King Edward VII), made a special visit to Canada to open “the World’s Greatest Bridge”, and on August 25 laid the last stone of the north abutment and drove the last rivet in the centre span. In the evening, to celebrate the official opening of the bridge, the City Hall dome and the commercial establishments along St.
James Street from Victoria Square (the Haymarket) to the Place d’Armes were brightly illuminated with gas lights. British warships in the harbour fired off Congreve rockets, and fireworks were ignited on barges moored to the piers of the bridge. Five days of receptions and festivities followed in honour of the prince’s visit. The streets of Montreal were illuminated each evening in the blaze of light from candles and gas lights, and crowded with distinguished visitors from Britain, the United States, and elsewhere in Canada.

The opening of the Victoria Bridge marked the completion of the Grand Trunk Railway, and the end of Canada’s first railway-building boom. The Montreal mercantile community now had a year-round rail-transportation system that linked most of the major towns of the provinces of Canada and the American Midwest (by a ferry system at Sarnia) to Montreal, and via the Victoria Bridge with Portland on the transatlantic sea lanes, and with the major American cities and markets of the Atlantic seaboard. In sum, during the Canadian railway-building boom between 1853 and 1859, fourteen railways were constructed in Canada contemporaneous with the building of the Victoria Bridge, and integrated into a railway system in which the largest of the new railways, the GTR, had over 972 miles of track.

In subsequent years the GTR never managed to capture more than a fraction of the trade of the American Midwest despite the high hopes invested in the Victoria Bridge. A superior ship-canal system (the enlarged Welland Canal and the new St. Lawrence River ship canals system, versus the Erie barge canal) and an unparalleled trunk railway and ferry system linking the Midwest directly to Montreal and Portland proved insufficient to capture the trade of the American interior. The hegemony of New York continued unabated owing to far cheaper ocean freight rates at that major port, the predominance of Great Lakes steamboats and sailing vessels in transporting bulk cargoes at comparatively low cost from Chicago to lower lakes ports for transhipment into the Erie Canal and eastern American railroads, and the westward extension of eastern American railroads which by the late 1860s managed to link New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore with Chicago by uninterrupted rail lines, thereby dramatically reducing American freight rates.

In contrast, the impact of the Grand Trunk Railway on Canadian trade patterns and development was enormous. Within Canada, the GTR and its lynch-pin, the Victoria Bridge, played a critical role in recapturing the trade of Canada West for Montreal, and in enabling Montreal to henceforth dominate the trade of Canada East. Through greatly reducing transport costs, the new trunk railway system and the St. Lawrence River ship canals system enabled Canada to continue to compete in British markets with foreign wheat despite the loss of colonial preferences, and to export from Portland, via the Victoria Bridge link, during the winter months when
prices were often higher. The Victoria Bridge also enabled agricultural products to be shipped directly to the United States year-round to take advantage of soaring American demand—and rising prices—as America underwent a rapid process of industrialization and urbanization both during and after the Civil War of 1861–1865. The Victoria Bridge link to an ice-free port on the transatlantic sea lanes, and to the markets of the American eastern seaboard, proved critical in re-establishing Montreal as the entrepôt for Canada’s export/import trade, and thus in ensuring that Canada’s political and economic development would take place along east-west lines for generations to come.

The railway building boom and construction of the Victoria Bridge brought prosperity to Canada through generating a strong demand for wage labour, manufactured goods, and agricultural products, and led to the establishment of heavy industries and the replacement of cottage industries by factories employing wage labourers. Canada underwent a process of industrialization and urbanization as the new railway centres such as Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton, Saint-Hyacinthe, and Sherbrooke, grew rapidly as industrial centres and in population during the 1860s and 1870s. Driven by new market demands, the development of steam and waterpower sites, a ready access to rail transport, British immigration, and a growing wage-labour force, the railway cities emerged as metropolitan centres in supplying industrial and manufactured goods to extensive rural hinterlands, in marketing dairy products to urban consumers, and in shipping agricultural produce to domestic and foreign markets, with the Victoria Bridge playing a crucial role in the viability of the new industrial economy.

The construction of the Victoria Bridge transformed the city of Montreal and its suburbs. A major GTR workshop, including a foundry, rolling mill and machine shop with lathes and drilling machines was established at Pointe St. Charles, employing hundreds of workers in manufacturing tools and equipment for the bridge project, and in constructing rolling stock for the railway. Over 2,500,000 rivets were manufactured for assembling the tubes, as well as nuts and bolts, and steam rivetting machines were built to prefabricate large sections of the sides of the tubes. English-style row houses were erected for the higher-paid skilled workers in Montreal; the surrounding rural districts of Saint Gabriel, Ste. Anne, and St. Henri were settled by the workers and their families.

The economic prosperity generated by the bridge project, and GTR shops, benefited workers, mechanics, merchants, and manufacturers, and resulted in the construction of new warehouses, factories, and stores in Montreal, and a new wharf for ocean vessels, as well as the paving and macadamizing of city streets. New mansions were also built by a number of the leading merchants, who profited immediately from their investment in manufacturing and industrial enterprises and in providing provisions and services to meet the demands of the railway boom and the bridge-project
contractors and workers. The population of Montreal and its suburbs almost doubled during the bridge-building years, and Montreal was transformed from a commercial entrepôt and nascent industrial centre into Canada’s leading industrial and manufacturing sector and her major transportation hub.  

Both at the time of its opening, and in subsequent years, much was written in the popular press about the remarkable Victoria Bridge, and it was recorded in numerous paintings, drawings, and photographs. Although the Victoria Bridge was widely seen as an engineering masterpiece, it never attained the status of a work of art. When viewed from a distance, its plain, utilitarian design, its long, narrow, linear profile extending far across the horizon, and its lack of a dramatic physical setting, all acted to detract from the visual impact of its mammoth proportions, and to lessen rather than enhance the appreciation of its aesthetic qualities.

Nonetheless, to Victorians the construction of the gigantic Victoria Bridge represented a triumph of man, and his ingenuity, over the formidable forces of Nature in the surmounting of one of her mightiest rivers, and “her hitherto irresistible winter forces”. It spoke to the Victorian belief in material progress through human enterprise and industrial technology as the trade of Canada was freed from the constraints of Nature, and would no longer stagnate for six months of each year. For Canadians, who formed a new country on the confederation of the British North American colonies in 1867, the Victoria Bridge was a highly recognizable national landmark. It was viewed as a symbol of technological progress in the new young country, the Dominion of Canada; while for Montrealers, the Victoria Bridge stood as well as a symbol of the city’s new-found industrial status.

As a construction project, the Victoria Bridge was also distinguished in being the site where Canadian contractors introduced a new invention into
bridge construction—the steam-powered Chaffey boom derrick—as well as a high-performance centrifugal pump developed by Benjamin Chaffey, and where an innovative use of steam power was made in powering travelling gantry cranes, barge jib-crane, and cofferdam dredgers. Moreover, the Victoria Bridge marked the introduction of the novel wrought-iron tubular bridge to North America, by far the largest of its type ever built, and the development of an innovative ice-breaker pier which subsequently served as a prototype for bridge piers in northern waters. It was also the first long-span wrought-iron railway bridge built in North America, and heralded a new era of railway bridge building as wrought iron quickly superseded wood and cast iron as the material of choice for North American bridge engineers.

While the Victoria Bridge was under construction, the Grand Trunk Railway built a number of multi-span tubular bridges on its new mainline employing short 60- to 150-foot spans. Most consisted of wrought-iron tubes in a deck configuration with the railway running on top of the tubes, or were composed of tubular girders supporting a bridge deck. One other major multi-span through-tubular bridge was constructed on the GTR mainline: the St. Anne Tubular Bridge (1858) crossing the Ottawa River at the head of Montreal Island. It comprised three long tubular centre spans through which the trains passed, with tubular deck spans on either side carrying the tracks along their top.\footnote{71} However, few, if any, tubular bridges were constructed thereafter in North America, as the tubular bridge was soon superseded by a more cost-effective bridge-building technology for constructing long-span structures.\footnote{72}

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{The St. Anne’s tubular bridge at the western tip of Montreal Island. (Hodges, Construction)}
\end{figure}

Taking advantage of the technical information and formulae developed by Fairbairn and Hodgkinson on the strength and properties of wrought iron, engineers in the United States and Russia were able during the 1850s to design, on the basis of stress-analysis calculations, highly efficient long-
span, wrought-iron truss bridges. By the 1860s, if not earlier, it was apparent to all bridge engineers that truss bridges were much more economical in materials, fabrication and erection costs than tubular bridges. Henceforth in Europe, wrought-iron, riveted truss bridges were erected where long spans were required; and in the United States, a wrought-iron, pin-connected truss bridge was soon developed that was far less costly even than the European riveted truss in materials and erection costs. In North America the era of long-span iron-truss bridges commenced in 1863 when American railroads began erecting wrought-iron pin-connected structures with spans of 320-foot length, and subsequently longer, over the Ohio River in extending their rail lines westward to Chicago.73

Despite its rapid obsolescence as a bridge prototype in terms of construction costs, the tubular-bridge concept was structurally sound. Once in use, there was only one problem experienced with the Victoria Bridge. On such a long enclosed structure, the holes cut at 60-foot intervals along the side panels to illuminate and ventilate the interior proved inadequate to carry away the smoke and fumes. Moreover, the problem worsened in the early 1870s, when the switch from wood-fired to coal-fired locomotives added corrosive gases to the mix. Hence, to ventilate the 6,592-foot-long tubular bridge a 20-inch-wide slot was opened along the longitudinal centre line of the roof, and covered with a monitor to keep out the rain and snow.74

The Victoria tubular bridge remained in service until 1897 when the Grand Trunk Railway, faced with heavy traffic demands, undertook to double-track its mainline and replace all single-track bridges. In that year, the piers of the Victoria bridge were widened somewhat at the top of the sloping ice-breaker section, and the masonry bridge portals were removed to accommodate a wider double-track bridge. A new steel, pin-connected, Pratt truss bridge, the Victoria Jubilee Bridge, was constructed around the tubular bridge on the existing piers and abutments using the tubes, through which the trains continued to run, as staging for the erection of the new structure. To accommodate horse-drawn vehicles the floor beams of the new bridge were cantilevered outwards beyond the trusses of the railway bridge to support a roadway on either side. Henceforth the new Victoria bridge served not only rail traffic, but was an important highway artery connecting the City of Montreal and the south shore. On completion of the new Victoria Jubilee Bridge, the old tubular bridge was dismantled.75 The original abutments and piers continue to exist to this day, attesting to the efficacy of their design in resisting the annual ice shove, and their high standard of construction.

During the construction of the St. Lawrence Seaway (1954–59), a Victoria bridge construction project once again saw the introduction of an innovative design feature. To cross over the Seaway channel excavated along the south river bank, the Victoria Jubilee Bridge was extended in length,
and forked into two branches with a vertical lift bridge in each extension to carry traffic over the St. Lambert lock of the Seaway. Thus when one lift bridge was open to enable a ship to enter or leave the lock, traffic could be directed by a system of directional lights to pass over the closed bridge, thereby eliminating any interruption in traffic flow over the bridge on a ship passing through the Seaway lock.⁷⁶

**Conclusion**

On its completion in 1859 the Victoria Bridge was widely regarded as one of the great engineering monuments of all time. It was indeed by far the largest bridge of its day, and did introduce a novel structural concept to North America on a hitherto unprecedented scale. However, its true significance as an engineering monument lay not so much in its massive physical properties and structural details as in the successful construction of a bridge of such magnitude under the most trying of circumstances.

The tubular bridge had been developed earlier in Britain, and proven as a structural concept on the Conway Bridge (1848) and Britannia Bridge (1850) prior to its introduction on the Victoria Bridge; and the strengths and properties of the new structural material, wrought iron, had been already ascertained through laboratory testing and captured in mathematical formulae. Only the ice-breaker piers of the Victoria Bridge were of a
truly innovative design, and they did have a major impact in bridge construction in northern waters. Otherwise, the Victoria tubular bridge did not have any long-term impact on Canadian bridge building as a design prototype, as it was soon superseded by a much more efficient type of structure—the pin-connected, wrought-iron truss bridge—capable of spanning equally long spans at far less cost.77

The Victoria Bridge did have a major impact on the development of Canada’s rail-transportation system and trade patterns. It contributed greatly to shaping the growth, infrastructure and industrial development that transformed Montreal into Canada’s leading industrial centre, and for a time Canada’s major metropolis; and it was likewise instrumental in ensuring that Canadian trade would flow on an east-west axis through Montreal for generations thereafter, rather than southward into American transportation systems to the benefit of American mercantile interests. Judged by its socio-economic impact, the Victoria tubular bridge was indeed a triumph of engineering, but the ultimate engineering achievement—the *sine qua non*—lay in its construction.

The construction of the Victoria Bridge was an outstanding engineering achievement not only of national, but also of international significance in its day; and it was Canadian contractors who made a critical contribution to that achievement. They invented new construction equipment and introduced innovative ways of adapting steam power to work construction machinery and material-handling equipment that had a dramatic impact on the evolution of the project. These innovations, many devised by Benjamin Chaffey, a Brockville contractor, enabled a severe labour shortage and soaring labour costs to be overcome through effecting great savings in labour demands, construction time and costs, and made it possible to surmount seemingly intractable construction problems. Within two years, difficulties that had threatened the very viability of the Victoria Bridge project were overcome, and a looming costly failure was turned into a triumph of construction engineering. Through the efforts of Canadian contractors a bridge construction project, unsurpassed anywhere in the world at that time in magnitude and complexity, was brought in under budget and ahead of schedule. Moreover, it was accomplished in a situation where adherence to traditional construction practices would have resulted in long delays and massive cost overruns, if not total failure and the ultimate abandonment of the bridge project.
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